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Abstract: The article discusses the streaming data processing in large quantities for the situation-oriented databases (SODB). Traditionally
SODB provides cached processing of heterogeneous data. This article considered the work with large files that do not fit entirely in memory
- containing a number of similar fragments, which can be processed portions. Portions of data are extracted from the input stream,
processed in the buffer, and then sent to the output stream. Three variants of implementing this scheme are considered in the framework of
the hierarchical situational model of the HSM. The tools offered at the conceptual level are illustrated by the example of processing XML
data using PHP software tools, such as XMLReader, XMLWriter, DOM.

2. Stream Handling Large Volume Documents

1. Introduction
At the present stage of the information systems development
accessible through the network, large data sets accumulated in the
course of their life cycle are used in their architecture. As part of
such large-scale information systems, databases are used as
information support that help to cope with the tasks of processing,
storing data and supporting automated functions [1, 2]. Recently,
two areas of DBMS development have been identified, the first
SQL database and NoSQL, which recently received well-deserved
attention by using not only SQL-tools, but also their own data
structures in the form of documents suitable for processing and
storage, as well as language tools that do not use SQL.
Situationally-oriented databases (SODB) is the integrator of diverse
(heterogeneous) data. As part SODB formalized dynamic model
HSM [3] and programmed functionality to handle the current
application state, based on SODB opportunities. In model states,
data from relational database tables, such as MySQL [4, 5], are
processed to which they are bound. At the initial stage, these were
cached processing technologies [6], the technology was based on
the DOM (Document Object Model), used in a variety of modern
applications that target web applications and other desktop
applications. DOM technology used to create a dynamic model
states SODB for processing linked to the states of the model data.
As soon as the application changed the current state to the state
with which the data was associated, dynamic DOM objects were
automatically created to process them. With this approach, the
application for executing the natural operations of the DBMS for
data processing was occupied by the operative memory. In order to
avoid the overhead associated with memory utilization, another
type of data processing objects based on XMLReader technology
was proposed and developed, which was useful for streaming data
processing and developing algorithms [6] for processing data in
DBMS. Over time, the number of sources for SODB grew into new
types of objects [7] have been proposed as a response to, for
example, JSON to meet the needs in data processing. The
introduction of new types of objects has been further progress in the
direction of coverage processing capabilities of heterogeneous data
sources that have been considered in the work on SODB [8]. In the
next stage of development SODB, when there external sources of
heterogeneous data started to develop a web presence in the form of
independent SODB services were built into the dynamic model and
the remote execution of natural reading query tool for processing
data from remote RESTful-service [9, 10]. As the number of
sources and the number of data processed increased, it became
necessary to organize VDA (Virtual Data Array) [10] structured
[11] and invariantly mapped to heterogeneous data stores [12]. In
the present conditions, processing in virtual data arrays is required
using DPO (Data Processing Objects), such as DOM and Smarty
objects [13-15]. The volume of data grows over time, so there are
sources [16-19] big data.

Custom Data Sources. Basically, this is data received from users
who trust and store their data in web applications. Sources of such
data can be presented in the form of databases, data stores,
individual files and documents in common formats, as well as
archives. Such data is also generated by web-based systems for
automatic backup, thus creating a dump of information already
available in databases, as well as metadata for them.
Web service data. There is another common way of working with
sources, that is, not the Web system's own data, but a request for
external data distributed on the terms of remote services, for
example, by subscription, since Scopus (the international database
of metadata and full texts of scientific journals) or Wikipedia,
which has its own backup storage - database dumps, it includes its
own generated data from the contents of articles and the table of
contents and other semantic parts of the encyclopedia. Dumps
occupy a significant size for each version, stored in the form of
archives, in which are placed article files, with a branched structure,
it can be either HTML files or metadata in the form of XML. Such
data occupy a large volume even in archives. Wikipedia article files
stored together in the archive take up a large amount of data, while
the metadata itself, which is a single XML file, occupies a
comparable amount of data. Such a dump file can not be normally
read in a browser or text editor to view large files, because there is a
shortage of memory, there are difficulties in navigating the file.
The task of obtaining and binding data from own sources and
remote services. The task of obtaining such data arises if you need
to process the associated information of your own source with the
data of the remote service. An example can be the user's activity or
his work in another service, for example, writing a Wikipedia article
or publishing a scientific article in a publication indexed by Scopus.
The natural needs to link such data are met by their receipt and
processing. When information is received, there are difficulties
associated with the large amount of data transmitted over the
network, while the download time consumes them.
Processing of received data. When downloading and local data
unpacking, the extraction and processing time is doubled, and a
significant portion of the external storage will be occupied. To
circumvent this kind of difficulty in local processing, so-called
wrappers (wrappers) are implemented for streaming reading of
deleted data. Thus, data files are not downloaded entirely, but
instead are opened on a remote service and read by the program. If
the data is not large, it can be read and processed in memory
(cached processing) entirely [8], but if they occupy a large part of
the memory, the stream processing is used [8]. Stream processing
helps to save memory and receive results portion by piece in the
right amount.
The problem of obtaining and processing data from a service
SODB. The task of processing large data sets when there is a file
with a large number of monotonous objects in the tree view of
XML, etc. is solved and implemented in modern information
systems tools. In most systems, XMLReader's stream processing
technology is implemented and used to process large data sets. At
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Processing state, two virtual documents (VD) are defined:
doc:Input and doc:Output are the source and destination of
the data, respectively. In all three versions of the declaration of
virtual documents are the same, the differences are manifested in
the organization of the processing of their data. VDs are defined
using doc-elements the same as in the case of cached processing.
The attributes of these elements (for simplicity, not shown in Figure
1) define the physical data store to which the virtual document is
displayed. The difference is in setting the VD processing method
using the method attribute, which indicates the thread's handler
used. The action attribute opens a stream with certain parameters
specifying those portions that will be read from the data source or
sent to the receiver. When processing is complete, open threads are
closed using the same attribute. The VD processing is performed in
the sub:Proc submodel, which includes two states:
sta:DocProc
–
actual
document
processing;
and
sta:ErrProc – error handling.
Variant a - with an explicit cycle of stream processing. In this
variant, stream processing is organized using a for-element,
intended for cyclic interpretation of the embedded model fragment
(for:EachPiece, see Fig. 1, a). The scan attribute here points
to VD doc:Input, so the for element sets the data to be
cyclically read from this VD and loads them by default into the
buffer of the same name as a dpo:EachPiece data object. This
object provides a transition to the sta:ErrProc state in case of
an error (onLoadErr attribute) and saving the content in the
doc:Output document if the saveDoc attribute is successfully
completed. The actual processing of the contents of the buffer is
specified by the nested elements of the dpo-element (in Figure 1
are not shown).
Variant b - with a loop transition to organize a cycle of stream
processing. In this case, the dpo-element referencing the VD
doc:Input (the srcDoc attribute) specifies the loading of the
next portion of data for processing into the buffer. The processing
cycle is provided by the jump element jmp:DocProc, which after
the buffer processing executes a second transition to the
sta:DocProc state until the end of the file of the readable
document (the when attribute) is reached.
Variant c - with an implicit definition of the thread processing
cycle. In this case, the model fragment related to the data processing
looks exactly the same way as for the cached document processing.
This implies an implicit loop, such as in case of variant b, but
without a loopback. Thus, here during the interpretation of the
dpo-element, there is a call to the input stream handler, loading
into the buffer portions of data, processing them and repeating this

the moment, there is no SODB advanced tools can make efficient
use of memory to handle the same type of objects contained in the
XML-files. The problem of obtaining and processing large amounts
of data from the services received for SODB requires decisions by
equipping a dynamic model of the specialized stream processing
means based on the existing technology of streaming read and write
XMLReader and XMLWriter, as well as the possibility of creating a
DPO-objects based on the DOM for the intermediate data
conversion.
Streams and stream processing. Currently most systems
implement programming tools for streaming. The flow regulates the
specifics of the data that will be transferred to the application for
processing, as well as in the reverse direction with respect to the
data that will be output after processing. These streams are oriented
to files transmitted over the network, data sent in a compressed
form, such as archives. In this case, the flow is meant to be remote
resources or their groups, in which the data is stored in a sequential
manner, such as an XML file containing sequentially described
monotonous objects. Data organized sequentially requires
sequential reading by specialized means, for this there are particular
cases of implementing such tools XMLReader/XMLWriter, oriented
to work with XML. In those conditions, when there are nonstandard protocols and data types, it is required to implement
additional program code, called a wrapper in the PHP programming
system. There are standard wrappers that have their own context,
where it is determined which parameters are required to handle a
particular known data type. If there are not enough wrappers for
non-standard protocols and data types, the programming system is
given the opportunity to implement their own wrappers in the form
of a separate script, and there are no restrictions on the number of
such wrappers. In this paper, we use standard thread wrappers such
as php://output that is responsible for the standard output of the
PHP system.
3. HSM-stream processing model
Let's consider in general form the idea of the HSM-model for
stream processing of documents in the DBMS. The idea is that
virtual documents are defined in the model, which, on the one hand,
are mapped to the data being processed, and on the other hand, they
are associated with the data flow handler. In Fig. 1 summarizes
three variants of the organization of the HSM model for streaming
data processing: with explicit specification of the thread processing
cycle (Fig. 1, a); with the organization of a cycle of processing by
means of a loop transition (Fig. 1, b); with implicit specification of
the processing cycle (Fig. 1, c). In the sta:Doc-Streamsta Doc-Stream-Processing
doc Input method = "..." action = "open"...

sta DocProc

doc Output method = "..." action = "open"...

dpo EachPiece srcDoc="Input"...

onLoadErr = "errProc"
saveDoc = "Output"
...

sub Proc
sta DocProc
for EachPiece scan = "doc::Input"

a

jmp

b

DocProc when = "not _EOF_'"

dpo EachPiece ...

sta ErrProc...

onLoadErr = "errProc"
saveDoc = "Output"
...

sta DocProc
dpo EachPiece srcDoc="Input"...

onLoadErr = "errProc"
saveDoc = "Output"
...

doc Output action = "close"

c

doc Input action = "close"

Fig. 1. General view of the HSM-model of streaming document processing:
a - with an explicit cycle; b - with a loop; c - with an implicit cycle
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procedure if the end of the file is not reached.
Comparison of variants. It is currently difficult to say which
option is preferable. In variant a, the input flow handler used (the
request to read the next portion of data) is executed during the
interpretation of the for-element, in variants b and c during the
interpretation of the dpo-element. Variant c expands the general
concept of interpreting the dpo-element, introducing the notion of
cyclicity. In this case, the cyclicity of the flow processing is not
reflected explicitly in the model. However, in this case, the
principle of DPO processing invariance is respected in relation to
the definition of VD [5]: the part of the model that specifies the
processing of the document remains unchanged when the mapping
is changed to physical storage. For example, the processing model
does not change externally if, when defining VD, a cached data
handler is specified instead of streaming.

multidocuments are specified: doc:Input, ent:RuWiki,
mapped to the XML file of the document being processed, and
doc:Output, ent:Tmp, mapped to the resulting output XML
file. With both VD the flow handlers are connected: with the first XML-Reader - the streaming reader, and with the second - XMLWriter - respectively, the means of streaming XML documents. In
the sub:Proc sub-model, the virtual documents are streamed
according to the scheme of variant a (see Figure 1, a). In the
sta:DocProc state, the input and output documents are opened,
while reading portion of the XML page element, and for the
Output.Tmp output, the root XML element name. The element
for:Page cyclically reads the XML elements of the page from the
input document and places them by default in the DOM-object
dom:Page of the same name for processing the Input.RuWiki
input document specifies the saveDoc attribute of the domelement prescribes to save the result in the output document (to
send to the output stream) at the end of the processing of the data
portion. The actual processing of the data portion is specified by the
jmp:_CONT_ and rcv:Transform elements. Using
jmp:_CONT_, the contents of the page being processed are
checked, namely the value of the author's identifier (contributor)
using the XPath expression in the when attribute.
XML-data are "native" to SODB - they used them initially. Let's
illustrate the stream processing on this data format. In Fig. Figure 1
shows an example of an HSM model for streaming a large XML
document. The XML document used is a file from the archive of the
Russian-language Wikipedia. The file size exceeds 100 GB, its
cached processing on a normal personal computer is impossible.
The structure of the document is shown in Fig. 2, a. The root
element contains the child siteinfo (the content is not shown)
and a number of child pages that reflect information about
changes made to Wikipedia articles. Thus, this document refers to a
fairly common form of large files containing a large number of
small similar fragments. This circumstance makes it possible to
effectively organize the stream processing. Let it be required to
select from the document those page elements that belong, say, to
the author with identifier 121755, and not all information, but only

4. Example: streaming XML processing
XML-data are "native" to SODB - they used them initially. Let's
illustrate the stream processing on this data format. In Fig. Figure 2
shows an example of an HSM model for streaming a large XML
document. The XML document used is a file from the archive of the
Russian-language Wikipedia. The file size exceeds 100 GB, its
cached processing on a normal personal computer is impossible.
The structure of the document is shown in Fig. 2, a. The root
element contains the child siteinfo (the content is not shown)
and a number of child pages that reflect information about
changes made to Wikipedia articles. Thus, this document refers to a
fairly common form of large files containing a large number of
small similar fragments. This circumstance makes it possible to
effectively organize the stream processing. Let it be required to
select from the document those page elements that belong, say, to
the author with identifier 121755, and not all information, but only
some, in another format is needed. Thus, the processing of the
document must include filtering the pages by content, as well as
transforming the content. In Fig. 2, b shows the corresponding
HSM model.
In the sta:XML-Stream-Processing state, two virtual

http://hsm.ugatu.su/artem/wikipedia/

sta XML-Stream-Processing
doc Input method = "XMLReader"

host = "http://hsm.ugatu.su/artem/wikipedia/"

ruwiki-20170920-stub-meta-current1.xml
root

doc Output method = "XMLWriter"

siteinfo
+

page xmlns
title
ns
id
redirect title
restrictions
revision
id
parentid
timestamp
contributor
username
id
comment
model
format
text
sha1

a

ent RuWiki path = "ruwiki-20170920-stub-meta-current1.xml"

ent Tmp path = "wiki/tmp/ruwiki.xml"
sub Proc
sta DocProc
doc Input action = "open#page" onErr = "errProc"
doc Output action = "open#root" onErr = "errProc"
for Page scan = "doc::Input.RuWiki"
dom Page src = "current::" onLoadErr = "errProc"

saveDoc = "Output.Tmp"

_CONT_ when =
"not xpath:://contributor[id='121755']"
rcv Transform method="xslt"

jmp

sta ErrProc

wdg showError parent = "Show.Info" mess = "Ошибка"
doc Output action = "close"
doc Input action = "close"

b

Fig. 2. An example of an HSM model for streaming XML data:
a - the structure of the XML document; b - stream processing model
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stream. Using the rcv:Transform receiver, XSL transforms the
contents of the DOM object before sending it to the output stream.
XSLT is a powerful tool for converting XML data based on style
sheets (Stylesheets), both in XML and in other formats. The
conversion method is specified by the method attribute, by default
the style sheet, which is the same as the element, is used, i.e.,
Transform.xsl. The details of the transformation are omitted
here for brevity. When errors occur, the state goes to
sta:ErrProc, where the corresponding message is generated to
the user.

some, in another format is needed. Thus, the processing of the
document must include filtering the pages by content, as well as
transforming the content. In Fig. 2, b shows the corresponding
HSM model. In the sta:XML-Stream-Processing state, two
virtual multidocuments are specified: doc:Input, ent:RuWiki,
mapped to the XML file of the document being processed, and
doc:Output, ent:Tmp, mapped to the resulting output XML
file. With both VD the flow handlers are connected: with the first XML-Reader - the streaming reader, and with the second - XMLWriter - respectively, the means of streaming XML documents. In
the sub:Proc sub-model, the virtual documents are streamed
according to the scheme of variant a (see Figure 1, a). In the
sta:DocProc state, the input and output documents are opened,
while reading portion of the XML page element, and for the
Output.Tmp output, the root XML element name. The element
for:Page cyclically reads the XML elements of the page from the
input document and places them by default in the DOM-object
dom:Page of the same name for processing the Input.RuWiki
input document specifies the the saveDoc attribute of the domelement prescribes to save the result in the output document (to
send to the output stream) at the end of the processing of the data
portion. The actual processing of the data portion is specified by the
jmp:_CONT_ and rcv:Transform elements. Using
jmp:_CONT_, the contents of the page being processed are
checked, namely the value of the author's identifier (contributor)
using the XPath expression in the when attribute. XML-data are
"native" to SODB - they used them initially. Let's illustrate the
stream processing on this data format. In Fig. Figure 1 shows an
example of an HSM model for streaming a large XML document.
The XML document used is a file from the archive of the Russianlanguage Wikipedia. The file size exceeds 100 GB, its cached
processing on a normal personal computer is impossible. The
structure of the document is shown in Fig. 2, a. The root element
contains the child siteinfo (the content is not shown) and a
number of child pages that reflect information about changes
made to Wikipedia articles. Thus, this document refers to a fairly
common form of large files containing a large number of small
similar fragments. This circumstance makes it possible to
effectively organize the stream processing. Let it be required to
select from the document those page elements that belong, say, to
the author with identifier 121755, and not all information, but only
some, in another format is needed. Thus, the processing of the
document must include filtering the pages by content, as well as
transforming the content. In Fig. 2, b shows the corresponding
HSM model. In the sta:XML-Stream-Processing state, two
virtual multidocuments are specified: doc:Input, ent:RuWiki,
mapped to the XML file of the document being processed, and
doc:Output, ent:Tmp, mapped to the resulting output XML
file. With both VD the flow handlers are connected: with the first XML-Reader - the streaming reader, and with the second - XMLWriter - respectively, the means of streaming XML documents. In
the sub:Proc sub-model, the virtual documents are streamed
according to the scheme of variant a (see Figure 1, a). In the
sta:DocProc state, the input and output documents are opened,
while reading portion of the XML page element, and for the
Output.Tmp output, the root XML element name. The element
for:Page cyclically reads the XML elements of the page from the
input document and places them by default in the DOM-object
dom:Page of the same name for processing the Input.RuWiki
input document specifies the the saveDoc attribute of the domelement prescribes to save the result in the output document (to
send to the output stream) at the end of the processing of the data
portion. The actual processing of the data portion is specified by the
jmp:_CONT_ and rcv:Transform elements. Using
jmp:_CONT_, the contents of the page being processed are
checked, namely the value of the author's identifier (contributor)
using the XPath expression in the when attribute. If the author's
identifier does not match the specified value, the processing is
interrupted, thereby this page element is ignored in the output

5. Conclusion
In the article the questions of the task of streaming data
processing in DBMS on the basis of declarative HSM-models of
integration of heterogeneous data sources are considered. For data
processing in the HSM, it is provided, firstly, to set VD - virtual
documents displayed on the physical storage, and secondly, to set
DPO - data processing objects, into which data from VD is loaded.
The previously provided HSM capabilities are focused on cached
processing, in which VD is completely loaded into the main
memory. This imposes restrictions on the amount of processed
documents. For processing large data, computing platforms provide
streaming processing capabilities, in which data is downloaded in
batches from memory to the memory from the source, processed
there, and uploaded to the data receiver. The task is to develop
declarative means of specifying stream processing within the
framework of the HSM. The introduction of stream processing
required additional provision in the HSM:
1) The ability to specify a particular streaming handler when
specifying VD, and specifying the portions of the data extracted
from the physical store or placed in the peg. For this, the method
attribute is provided in the virtual document definition;
2) Possibility of setting cyclic processing of data portions VD.
For this, three organization variants are proposed: with an explicit
cycle, which is provided by the for-element; with the cycle
provided by the jmp-element; with an implicit cycle provided by a
modified dpo-element.
The possibilities of specifying stream processing are
demonstrated in the example of processing a large XML document.
Portions of the document are read by the XMLReader tool, loaded
into the DOM-object and processed in it, and then output to the
output stream by the XMLWriter tool. Thus, the general concept of
VD / DPO, used in DBMS for cached processing, with minor
modifications is also applicable for the stream processing of large
documents.
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